July 12, 2013
Dear George Ligon,
While surfing on Internet we saw and appreciated your images published on your
website and we would like to invite you to participate at this important exhibition
organized by Trevisan International Art in Bologna, Italy. We believe that your
vibrant, intense, refined photographic research together with your creative
imaginary, will add personal and unique inputs to this upcoming exhibition.
Thanks to a great demand by the public and artists, from 16 till 28 November
2013, we will organize another mini-format exhibition titled 'Variations', a title that
perfectly suits the varied creativity of artworks on display in these shows.
'Variations' will be another singular TIA exhibition of mini-format where artists will
release all their creativity showing four (4) small works of the size of cm 20x20 (or
8x8 inches).
This show will gather artists who surely will enjoy confronting themselves with
such a small but lovely size. This will be a high class exhibition in which each
piece will turned out to be a precious jewel to be discovered and admired for its
uniqueness, as well as seen in comparison with the other works.
Naturally, we will publish a refined catalogue of the exhibition (cm 24x17) where
each artist will be presented with two pages, including a short statement and a
photo of one artwork. As the sizes of the works, of course, also participation
costs will be reduced. We had already five editions of this show, and we've
always got many requests from artists and public to repeat it with the same
format, and the Galleria De Marchi in Bologna, precious partner, will be glad to
host again this singular and extraordinary exhibition of little treasures. You can
see some photos on previous events on our website (in the Event section) and
even a video on YouTube of our last edition (http://youtu.be/XhVE44sPorw).
Bologna will play a perfect host to the exhibition: a city of great cultural and
artistic vitality, among the most imposing and picturesque in Italy, with its
magnificent palaces, long colonnaded streets, mediaeval towers and the warm
colour of its buildings.
Renewing once more my appreciation for the high level of your photos I would
like to inform you can visit the section on our website dedicated to "Variations"
event where you can find all detailed information regarding the exhibition
including regulations and application:
http://www.trevisan-international-art.com
http://www.trevisan-international-art.com/events.html (below the photos of
different events at the top, you will find the section dedicated to the event)
Exhibiting at 'Variations' will grant you to be eligible to become artist of our TIA

website www.trevisan-international-art.com. The unique attraction of TIA lies in
its networking with and amongst exceptionally gifted contemporary visual artists
(painters, sculptors, photographers) from many unique yet diverse cultural and
geographical backgrounds. We scrutinize our artists very closely before
admission to a Trevisan International exhibition and ongoing representation
through our organization. This means that our presentation and exhibitions are
always of a high standard and that our artists can feel confident that they are
being presented correctly. Artists will benefit and enjoy the enrichment through
our organization, our global network and the promotional aspects.
Please feel free to get in touch with us for further details or any questions you'd
like to ask us. I will be happy to help.
Kind regards
Paola Trevisan
Trevisan International Art
info@trevisanarte.com
www.trevisan-international-art.com
Ph: +39 348 0013476
	
  

